
Threat Management Platform

Originally developed by Australian Defense personnel, Snare has been the  
go-to solution for companies all around the world to shore up their log management 

and monitoring shortcomings. With solutions spanning basic log collection to our 
advanced threat intelligence olutions, Snare is ready to help your organization exceed 

both external and internal requirements.

Extensive    Dynamic    Affordable
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Core Security Solutions
Threat Intelligence
Skip the security analytics software bloat and get the real-time threat intelligence solution  
with streamlined deployment, out-of-the-box compliance dashboards with same screen drilldown, 
and a huge smile on your face.

Log Monitoring and Management
Snare is a world leader in centralized log monitoring and management tools. Our platform agnostic 
tools are the easiest to deploy, configure and use, helping companies meet their compliance 
requirements as quickly as possible.

Snare Security Suite
Agents
Our most popular product is used around the world with other Snare products and 3rd party 
applications to help organizations meet their security and compliance requirements far easier  
than any other solution out there. Snare Agents are the rare combination of dependability,  
usability and affordability.

Connectors
A critical component of your Threat Intelligence solution, Snare has Connectors for over 70+ data 
sources which enable your organization to enrich event data with business data. Increasing the 
context in your event correlation minimizes false positives.

Central
The utility hub for Snare solutions that’s responsible for archiving logs, remotely managing agents, 
routing logs to multiple destinations enabling enterprise architecture and forwarding logs on to  
Snare Analytics or 3rd party SIEMs. Snare Central is easily personalized to your organization’s needs.

Analytics
Our next gen analytics application not only brings Snare users easy to configure, purpose-built  
and customizable dashboards but has numerous data connectors for advanced threat intelligence. 
Whether you’re looking for essential compliance insights or are ready to take a substantial  
leap in your cybersecurity efforts, you’ll be amazed how easy Snare Analytics is to learn and use.
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